Abstract
Introduction
Caching and pre-fetching is middle-aged technology widely used in many areas such as Database Systems and Operating Systems. Presently, the World Wide Web becomes another attractive area in applying caching and pre-fetching.
The hit rate and byte hit rate are two extensively applied performance metrics in Web caching [1, 2] . Hit rate is the ratio of the number of requests that reach the proxy cache and the total number of requests. Byte hit rate is the ratio of the number of bytes that reach the proxy cache and the total number of bytes requested.
As Yang and Zhang has indicated: "Fractional network traffic is also defined to measure the increased network load [1] .
Definition Fractional latency is the ratio between the observed latency with and without a caching or prefetching system.
Definition
Fractional network traffic is the ratio between the number of bytes that are transmitted from Web servers to the proxy and the total number of bytes requested. Clearly, the lower the fractional latency and network traffic, the better the performance; for example, the fractional latency of 30% achieved by a caching system means the caching system saves 70% of the latency".
Web caching and Web pre-fetching are two essential techniques used to reduce the visible response time identified by users. In other words, by incorporating Web caching and Web pre-fetching, these two techniques can complement each other since the Web caching technique exploits the temporal locality, while Web pre-fetching technique exploits the spatial locality of Web objects [3] . Nevertheless, the integration of these two techniques might cause significant performance degradation to each other without cautious design.
Based on the actual fact, this paper proposes an implementation of a data warehouse for rough Web caching and pre-fetching, which not only considers the caching effect in the Web environment, but also evaluates the pre-fetching rules. Explicitly, a normalized profit function is formulated to evaluate the profit from caching an object either no-cache or cache object according to some pre-fetching rule. Teng et al. [3] used the normalized profit function devised an innovative Web cache replacement algorithm, socalled as Algorithm IWCP (standing for the Integration of Web Caching and Pre-fetching). They evaluate the performance of Algorithm IWCP under several circumstances by using an event-driven simulation.
The research will focus on Web proxy servers [3, 13, 14] . A proxy server is usually located at the edge of a LAN, intercepting HTTP requests and responses between clients and Web servers. If it found that the requested object is already stored in its cache, returns the object to the user. Otherwise, it goes to the original server on behalf of the user, grabs the object, stores it in its cache, and returns the object to the user. An advantage of Web proxy caching and pre-fetching is that all clients within the Local Area Network (LAN) can share objects stored in the cache.
In order to calculate the benefits of pre-fetching, the common currency that will be used to measure the benefit must be selected. Since the ultimate goal of this study is to mask document latency, latency is selected as the currency and to attempt to minimize it.
According to Foygel and Strelow [4] , "To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the only latency associated with a document request is the network delay. Specifically, a linear network model was chosen, where the latency for a document of size S is L(S) = N C + N B * S (N C is the constant network overhead and N B is the constant describing the effective bandwidth of the network).
Moreover, it is assumed that there is no latency associated with locally stored documents. Hence, all the latencies are masked if the document can be found in the cache (or pre-fetch buffer)". Section 2 discusses the definitions related to this study. The pre-fetching and it correlation is described in Section 3. The methodology of this research is illustrated and explained in Section 4. Section 5 and 6 discusses experimental setup and results from this research. Finally, we conclude the work and outline some possible future work in Section 7.
Definitions
This section contains an explanation of the basic framework of rough set theory proposed originally, along with some of the key definitions.
A rough set first described by Zdzislaw Pawlak [5, 6, 7] a formal approximation of a crisp set (i.e., conventional set) in terms of a pair of sets, which give the lower and upper approximation of the original set. However, in other variations, the approximating sets may be fuzzy sets.
Information System Framework
Let be an information system (attributevalue system), where is a non-empty set of finite objects (the universe) and is a non-empty, finite set of attributes such that for every . V a is the set of values that attribute a may take. In words: the information table assigns a value in V a to each attribute a of each object in the universe .
With any there is an associated equivalence relation IND (P):
The partition of generated by IND(P) is denoted (or ) and can be calculated as follows:
Where If , then x and y are indiscernible by attributes from P. In words: for any selected subset of attribute P, there will be sets of objects that are indiscernible based on those attributes. These indistinguishable sets of objects, therefore, define an equivalence or indiscernibility relation, referred to as the P-indiscernibility relation. Present a prediction model based on statistical correlation between Web objects. An approach to integrate a pre-fetching and caching algorithm is proposed by incorporating pre-fetching into a Web caching algorithm. Particularly, this study tries to answer these questions:
How do we incorporate pre-fetching into a Web caching system? 2. How effective is the incorporated pre-fetching and caching algorithm?
Greedy Dual-Size (GDS) algorithm [8] computes its key value K(p) as follows:
is the cost to bring the object p into the cache; S(p) is the object size; L is an inflation factor that starts at and is updated to the key value of the last replaced object. If an object is accessed again, its key value is updated using the new L value.
Pre-fetching and correlation
Pre-fetching is the operation of fetching information from remote Web servers even before it is requested. Objects such as images and hyperlink pages that are cited in a Web page (say a HTML page) may be fetched well before they are actually called for. It should be noted that a tradeoffs occurs. Web objects are pre-fetched assuming they will be requested soon. An accurate selection of such objects would lead to a reduction in the access latency, whereas inaccurate picks would only result in wasted bandwidth.
Correlation between Web objects can be obtained by studying the link structures of Websites. Furthermore, Web pages on related topics are often accessed together because of users' particular interests. The prediction algorithm in this study is based on the prediction model described by Padmanabhan and Mogul [9] . A remarkable difference is that our prediction model is time-based, which means the prediction window is a specific time period instead of a number of requests.
In order to present the links a correlation database is used to store information of pre-fetch information such as size, links, date access and protocols type. The database is divided into two tables, which are transaction and category as shown in Figure 2 . 
Methodology
This study has implemented the rough set framework to optimize Web caching and pre-fetching (see Figure 3) [12] . The framework of the rough set tends to classify the data either to cache or not cache the Web objects. It includes three main modules: a rough object consistency analyzer (ROCA), a rough object classifier (ROC) and a rough rule induction engine (RRIE) [12, 15, 16] . 
Rough Object Consistency Analyzer (ROCA)
The ROCA analyses the training data and performs two tasks; elimination of redundant data items, and identification of conflicting training data.
Cleaning Up
In order to make sure the data set is no crisp, any record set, which is empty will be removed to reduce the uncertainty automatically. For an instant, the LINKS columns may appear empty and RETURN TIME has null values. For this purpose, the rows are removed from the rough set approximate.
Rough Object Classifier (ROC)
The ROC has two approximator; the upper approximator and the lower approximator. The rough classifier is employed to treat inconsistent training data set (DS) in a duration (T). U is a non-empty finite set of an object and A is non-empty finite set of attributes as such that a:U ->V a is called the values set of a.V a .
DS:T (U, A U {d}), d ∈ A Indiscernibility
The non-empty subsets of the condition attribute are Hit Size, Links and Return Time, are represent by H, L and R respectively.
Approximation
The main goal of the rough set analysis is induction of approximations of concepts. Now, to get the boundary of upper and lower boundary, we need to decide which characteristic to do a rough set on. For an instance, the required class decision for decision making involves the Hit Return for which Links. So, the rough set will use Lower Boundary Upper Boundary B-Boundary region of X Rough set bound is non-empty otherwise set crisp. The decision class, hit return is rough since the boundary region is not empty. For further explanations refer to [17] .
Rough Rule Induction Engine (RRIE)
The RRIE module is implemented ID3-like learning algorithm, which is C4.5-based on the minimum-entropy principle. The concept of entropy is used to measure how informative an attribute is.
The ID3 algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1. Take all unused attributes and count their entropy concerning test samples 2. Choose an attribute for which entropy is maximum 3. Make a node containing that attribute
Experimental Setup
In this experiment, we use Boston University Web Trace [10] collected by Oceans Research Group at Boston University (BU) as our experiment data set. BU trace records are collected of 9,633 files, instead of a population of 762 different users, and recording 1,143,839 requests for data transfer. Figure 4 depicts the sample log data.
Method using reduct and core

The set of attributes is called a reduct of C, if T' = (U, R, D) is independent and
The set of all the condition attributes indispensable in T is denoted by CORE(C).
Where RED(C) is the set of all reduct of C. 
Scenario 1: Comparing Links Type and Return Time
Based on the SQL statement to retrieve the core, there are 3 types of protocols and these each records also needs to be categorized for which site links (see Figure 5 ). The indiscernibility classes defined by R = {Links, Return Time.} are X1 = {u | links(u) = http } select NAME,round(RET_TIME,2)AS ret_avg,LINKS from links where links like 'http%' X2 = {u | links(u) = news } select NAME,round(RET_TIME,2)AS ret_avg,LINKS from links where links like 'news%' X3 = {u | links(u) = gopher } select NAME,round(RET_TIME,2)AS ret_avg,LINKS from links where links like 'gopher%' 
Scenario 2: Comparing Links Size and Links
Based on the SQL statement to retrieve the core 3 types of protocols, each record also needs to be categorized in Size and Links (see Figure 6 ).
select NAME,SIZE,LINKS from links where links like 'http%' and SIZE > 2
Figure 6. Comparison 2.
Each link may have been access many times over a certain period of time. By analyzing the different return time, a table is created. These records are divided into 2 halves; upper, and lower approximator.
Experimental Results
Currently, the program has been developed to obtain this result based on the calculation of rough set. These results were calculated from a set of data from BU log data from Nov 1994-May 1995 [10] . Cunha et al. [11] considered the number of sessions per day, and they also observed local and remote based on the frequencies of links for each Website as depicted in Figure 7 and the most popular sites based on a hit ratio for different protocol (see Figure 8 ) and each link (see Figure 9 ). By using the data warehouse, the result obtained based on 3 core types of protocols, size hit frequency, count of each browser and link used by the diverse users as shown in Figure 10 . Frequencies in the chart show the collectives and potential hit ratio that have been calculated from rough set. This information can be used to develop further and enhance the capability proxy server to judge achievable Web links, which are commonly used. Links are normal and very subjective based on users' interaction to the Web browser. These interactions will be calculated and further refined under a lower and high boundary. These generated boundaries can be used to show the best links that matches the criteria search or information. These links are also subjected to the Transmission Control Protocols (TCP), which differentiates the best selections (refer to Figure 8 ).
Conclusions and Future Work
The results presented have managed to determine the possible Web pre-fetching according to hit ratio and hit links. Furthermore, it narrows down and increases the performances on overall links, protocol and size byte rather than just links. In order to incorporate pre-fetching into a Web caching system, proxy server should have the pre-fetch engine to narrow down the possible links at the local level. The effectiveness of this pre-fetching and caching algorithm depends and may vary on the usage and the type of search that is available. For example, Google has implemented the most frequent user search. By the time user finishes typing the word they are looking for, a list of all the hits is listed.
This algorithm can be well implemented in a social network Website such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and etc. Users can use many applications in the social network Website, where sometime they may lose their way using it. By implementing this algorithm, social network Website users can benefit these criteria other than implementing it in a proxy server alone. The implementation of the mechanisms as seen can be widely used to refine and improve the access to many million Websites in the world as a proxy server.
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